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Abstract

In this paper, we present a novel Distribution-Aware
Single-stage (DAS) model for tackling the challenging
multi-person 3D pose estimation problem. Different from
existing top-down and bottom-up methods, the proposed
DAS model simultaneously localizes person positions and
their corresponding body joints in the 3D camera space
in a one-pass manner. This leads to a simplified pipeline
with enhanced efficiency. In addition, DAS learns the true
distribution of body joints for the regression of their posi-
tions, rather than making a simple Laplacian or Gaussian
assumption as previous works. This provides valuable pri-
ors for model prediction and thus boosts the regression-
based scheme to achieve competitive performance with
volumetric-base ones. Moreover, DAS exploits a recur-
sive update strategy for progressively approaching to re-
gression target, alleviating the optimization difficulty and
further lifting the regression performance. DAS is imple-
mented with a fully Convolutional Neural Network and end-
to-end learnable. Comprehensive experiments on bench-
marks CMU Panoptic and MuPoTS-3D demonstrate the su-
perior efficiency of the proposed DAS model, specifically
1.5x speedup over previous best model, and its stat-of-the-
art accuracy for multi-person 3D pose estimation.

1. Introduction
Estimating 3D poses of multiple persons from a single

RGB image is a fundamental yet challenging task in com-
puter vision, which targets at localizing 3D positions of per-
sons and their body joints in the camera space. Recently, it
has drawn much attention thanks to the broad applications
in AR/VR [2, 14], Gaming [30, 31, 33], Human-Computer
Interaction [7, 32], etc.

Prior works address this task via two-stage strategies.
They either adopt the top-down scheme [22, 28, 35, 41] that
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Figure 1. Overview of our Distribution-Aware Single-stage (DAS)
model for multi-person 3D pose estimation. i) The brief pipeline
of DAS. ii) Comparison with state-of-the-arts on MuPoTs-3D.
DAS outperforms two-stage models in efficiency. It achieves supe-
rior performance with SOTA bottom-up method while competitive
with SOTA top-down one. For PCKrel, the higher, the better.

first localizes the absolute 3D person positions and then sep-
arately estimates the root-relative body joints for each per-
son; or the bottom-up scheme [8,21,47] that in the first stage
detects all 3D body joints and groups them into the corre-
sponding persons in the second stage. Although achieving
good accuracy, these methods suffer redundant computation
and complex postprocessing, caused by the sequential man-
agement for person position and body joint localization in
a two-stage manner. This leads to unsatisfied efficiency for
deployment in real scenarios.

Given the above motivation, we propose to simplify the
pipeline for multi-person 3D pose estimation, further push-
ing forward the frontier of its applications. Inspired by
schemes in the 2D counterpart [23, 40, 48], we aim to de-
sign a single-stage model to simultaneously localize 3D per-
son positions and body joints. However, the extension from
2D to 3D scenes is non-trival, due to the ill-posed setup for
deriving depth information from a monocular RGB image
without prior knowledge on the data distribution.

To achieve the goal, we present a novel Distribution-
Aware Single-stage (DAS) model in this paper. The pro-
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posed DAS tackles the ill-posed problem of multi-person
3D pose estimation from two aspects: 1) DAS represents
the 3D pose with a 2.5D human center together with 3D
center-relative joint offsets. This adapts to direct depth pre-
diction from the image domain as well as enables to unify
the 3D localization of person position and body joints, mak-
ing the monocular-based one-pass solution feasible; 2) DAS
learns the true distribution of body joints during the model
optimization. This provides valuable guidance to predict
the joint position, thus boosting the performance of the
regression-based scheme. To alleviate the distribution es-
timation difficulty, DAS exploits a recursive update strategy
to progressively approach to the targets. In this way, DAS
can efficiently generate accurate 3D poses of multiple per-
sons from a single RGB image.

In particular, we build DAS with a regression-based
pipeline that outputs the 3D human poses via a single for-
ward inference from an input image. As depicted in Fig-
ure 1 i) (a) and (b), DAS models the human center with a
center confidence map and a center coordinate map. DAS
uses the center confidence map for localizing the projected
human centers in 2D image coordinate space, while the cen-
ter coordinate map for pixel-wisely estimating the absolute
center positions in 3D camera coordinate space. DAS uti-
lizes joint offset maps to densely encode 3D center-relative
locations of body joints, as shown in Figure 1 i) (c). DAS
can produce these three kinds of maps in parallel and then
easily reconstruct multiple 3D human poses with them,
avoiding redundant computation and complex association.
With this compact single-stage pipeline, DAS can achieve
superior efficiency over prior two-stage ones.

To optimize the regression-based model, prior works al-
ways adopt the conventional L1 or L2 loss. However, re-
searches [12] have proven that this kind of supervision ac-
tually makes a simple Laplacian or Gaussian assumption
on the data distribution, which is far way from the true
one. In contrast, DAS learns the underlying distribution
of 3D body joint locations via exploiting the normalizing
flows [1, 5, 27]. This helps to derive a suitable distribution
for model output, thus providing valuable priors to guide the
regression of body joint coordinates. Together with the pose
regression modules, DAS optimizes the distribution learn-
ing module through the maximum likelihood estimation in
the training phase, while removes it in the inference phase.
In this way, DAS boosts the regression performance without
additional computation cost. Besides, DAS iteratively up-
dates joint offsets by ensemble of informative predictions
around regression targets to further facilitate the localiza-
tion of body joints. With this distribution-aware design,
DAS can achieve outperforming accuracy with bottom-up
methods while competitive with top-down ones, as shown
in Figure 1 ii).

We implement DAS with a fully Convolutional Neu-

ral Network, which is end-to-end learnable. Comprehen-
sive experiments on benchmarks CMU Panoptic [10] and
MuPoTS-3D [21] show the superiority of our DAS model.
In summary, our contribution are in three folds: (1) We
present a novel single-stage model for estimating 3D poses
of multiple persons from a monocular RGB image, which
overcomes the drawbacks on computation cost and model
complexity occurred in two-stage methods; (2) We present a
novel distribution-aware way to boost the body joint regres-
sion in a recursive manner; (3) We set new state-of-the-art
on multiple benchmarks with superior efficiency.

2. Related Works

2.1. Two-stage 3D Human Pose Estimation

Approaches for monocular multi-person 3D pose estima-
tion can be divided into two categories, the top-down meth-
ods and bottom-up methods. The top-down methods require
additional human detector to provide human position prior
for downstream single person pose estimator to generate in-
dividual 3D poses [24, 34, 35, 41]. [28, 29] introduce a pose
proposals network to generate human bounding boxes and a
series of human pose hypotheses, then the pose hypotheses
are refined based on the cropped ROI features. To estimate
the camera-centric human pose, [22] disentangles absolute
human depth estimation and human-centric pose estimation
by using separate models. [37] propose hierarchical ordi-
nal relations objective along with virtual view sample strat-
egy to constrain the instance level and joint level depth val-
ues. [15] utilize GNN to infer the human depth based on the
human-centric joint features. Although achieving high ac-
curacy, top-down methods suffers high computation cost as
person number increases.

Another group of approaches investigate multi-person
3D pose estimation in a bottom-up manner. Similar to
the case in 2D pose estimation, the bottom-up methods
are commonly composed of joint localization and joint as-
sociation. [21] combines the joint location maps and the
occlusion-robust pose-maps to infer the 3D poses based on
the results of [4]. [8] use volumetric heatmaps to model
joint locations with an encoder-decoder network for fea-
ture compression, and a distance-based heuristic is applied
to retrieve 3D pose for each person. [45] propose to group
human joints according to body part scores based on inte-
grated 2D and 3D information. [47] develop 3D part affinity
field for depth-aware part association, and utilizes a refine
network to refine the 3D pose given predicted 2D and 3D
joint coordinates. Though avoiding repeated single person
pose estimation, these methods requires a second associa-
tion stage for joint grouping.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the framework of DAS. The input image is fed to 2D CNN backbone for feature extraction. A followed FPN
neck produces multi-level feature maps of different sizes. Shared prediction heads upon the multi-level FPN features are responsible for
human center detection, center coordinate regression and center-relative joint offset regression respectively. The 3D joint locations are
reconstructed based on obtained center coordinates and joints offsets. The probability distribution of 3D joint locations is modeled by
normalizing flow with recursive update. Maximum likelihood estimation is applied to assist the learning process.

2.2. Single-stage 2D Human Pose Estimation

There exists some researches that employ a single-stage
pipeline for 2D multi-person human pose estimation. The
single-stage methods treat the pose estimation as parallel
human center localizing and center-to-joint regression prob-
lem [23, 40, 48]. Instead of separating joints localizing and
grouping, these methods predict each of the joint offsets
from the detected center points, which is usually set as the
root joint of human. Since the joint offsets are directly cor-
related to estimated center points, this formulation avoid the
manually designed grouping post-processing and is end-to-
end trainable. Zhou et al. [48] direct regress the joint lo-
cations from human center. Nie et al. [23] introduce a hi-
erarchical structured pose representation to assist the long-
range regression. Wei et al. [40] propose to regress the joint
locations from point-set anchors which serve as prior of ba-
sic human poses. These single-stage methods have high ef-
ficiency for deployment.

2.3. Normalizing Flows for Human Pose Estimation

Some recent works introduce normalizing flow for 3D
human pose and shape estimation. Xu et al. [42] propose
a statistical 3D articulated human shape model with nor-
malizing flow representations for skeleton kinematics. Zan-
fir et al. [43] introduce the kinematic latent normalizing
flow representation for weakly supervised 3D human pose
and shape reconstruction. Biggs et al. [3] and Wehrbein et
al. [39] propose to model the ambiguities and occlusions in
3D human pose and shape estimation by normalizing flow.
Kolotouros et al. [11] learn a mapping from 2D image to a

distribution of 3D body meshes based on conditional nor-
malizing flow. Different from the above methods, Li et
al. [12] use normalizing flow to model the underlying dis-
tribution of joint location, and propose to optimize the pa-
rameters by residual log-likelihood estimation.

Inspired by [12], we propose a recursive flow based op-
timization scheme for 3D joint offset regression. The distri-
bution of joint location is modeled with normalizing flow
and updated in a recursive manner. Then the regression
model is optimized by maximum likelihood estimation.

3. Method
3.1. Overview

In this section, we will give an overview on the proposed
Distribution-Aware Single-stage (DAS) model for multi-
person 3D pose estimation.

Given an RGB image I as input, DAS estimates the joint
locations Himg={jimg

k =(ximg
k , yimg

k , dk)|k∈ [1...K]} in im-
age coordinate system for every person. These locations are
composed of the 2D image coordinates and camera-centric
depth values. DAS factorizes the multi-person 3D pose es-
timation as simultaneously human center localization and
center-relative joint offset regression. The illustration of
the framework is shown in Figure 2. For an input image,
the CNN backbone with FPN [16] first extracts multi-level
feature maps {F1, ..., FL} to deal with humans of differ-
ent scales. Three parallel branches on the top of the fea-
ture maps serve for human center detection, center coordi-
nate regression and center-relative joint offset regression re-
spectively. The multi-person 3D poses can be reconstructed
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through combining the outputs of these three branches. To
improve the joint localization ability in this regression based
framework, a recursive flow based optimization scheme is
proposed for accurately modeling the probability distribu-
tion of joint locations. Details are given in sections below.

3.2. Human Center Localization

Ground truth assignment Given one person with joint
locations Himg , it is assigned to FPN feature map Fl with
downsample stride sl according to the max joint distance
from root rmax = max

k
(
√

(ximg
k −ximg

root)
2 + (yimg

k −yimg
root)

2).
Specifically, we set the regression range for Fl as
[ml−1,ml]. If rmax is within the range of [ml−1,ml],
Himg will be assigned to the lth feature map. Then the
coordinates would be scaled to H = {jk = (xk, yk, dk)|k ∈
[1...K]} to match the downsample stride, s.t., xk = ximg

k /sl
and yk = yimg

k /sl.

Human center detection We consider the root joint (i.e.,
pelvis) jroot as the human center. The center confidence
map CH with shape [H × W × 1] measures whether the
pixels represent any human center. The human center de-
tection is treated as binary classification. The nearest Npos

pixels around each human center are set as positive sam-
ples {p0, ..., pNpos

}. The ground truth confidence is 1 for
positive samples and 0 for the others. The loss function is:

Lcls = FocalLoss(CH , ĈH), (1)

where CH is the predicted center confidence map, ĈH is
the ground truth and FocalLoss is proposed in [17]. Be-
sides, a centerness branch is added to assess the center qual-
ity. Design of the centerness target and the loss function
Lcenterness follows [36].

Center coordinate regression Given the positive sample
p = (xp, yp) w.r.t the center of human H , the center co-
ordinates are regressed from p. With the predicted center
coordinate map Uroot shaped of [H×W ×3], the regression
target for the center jroot = (xroot, yroot, droot) at p is set
as the offset Uroot[p] = (xroot−xp, yroot−yp, droot). L1
loss is adopted for this regression task:

Lroot =
∑
p

||Uroot[p]− Ûroot[p]||1, (2)

where Uroot[p] is the predicted center coordinate offset at p
and Ûroot[p] is the ground truth.

3.3. 3D Body Joint Localization

Center-relative joint offset regression Unlike heatmap
based formulation that needs a second association stage
for joint identities, this regression based formulation makes
joint localization and identification a holistic process. The

center-relative joint offsets are regressed from each posi-
tive sample p. We predict center-relative joint offset map
Ujoint = {U1, ..., UK}, where Uk shaped of [H × W × 3]

is responsible for the 3D center-relative offset of the kth
joints. The regression target for H = {jk|k∈ [1...K]} at p is
set as Uk[p] = jk − jroot. Traditional regression loss (e.g.,
L1 loss) can be adopted for optimization. The objective can
be written as:

Lpose =
∑
k

∑
p

||Uk[p]− Ûk[p]||1, (3)

where Uk[p] is the predicted center-relative joint offset at p
and Ûk[p] is the ground truth.

Joint location distribution modeling Compared to the
heatmap based formulation which commonly represents the
joint location as Gaussian distribution, the regression based
formulation represents the joint location in a deterministic
form. Denote the center-relative joint location as u, the de-
terministic representation could be more inclined to be af-
fected by label noises, occlusions and invisibility. Given
this consideration, we employ normalizing flow [1, 5, 6, 27]
to represent the center-relative joint location in a probability
distribution form: u ∼ P (u).

Following [12], we model the distribution P (u) with
reparameterization. Specifically, P (u) can be obtained by
scaling and shifting z from a zero-mean distribution z ∼
PZ(z) with transformation function u = ū + σ · z, where
ū stands for the expectation of joint location and σ indi-
cates the scale of the distribution. Given this transformation
function, the density function of P (u) can be calculated as:

log P (u) = log PZ(z)− log σ. (4)

Therefore, rather than regressing the deterministic
center-relative joint location u, we regress the expectation
ū and the scale indicator σ instead. While PZ(z) can be
modeled by a normalizing flow model (e.g., real NVP [6]).
Note that only the expectation ū is needed to calculate the
eventual joint location in the inference phase.

Recursive flow based optimization Since the feature
used to infer the human pose is picked from the human cen-
ter position, it is less representative for joints that are far
away from the center. This spatial nonalignment between
feature and target can cause larger errors than the counter-
parts in bounding box regression [17,26,36] due to the com-
plexity of human body structure.

To alleviate this problem, we propose a recursive update
strategy to iteratively optimize the location expectation ū.
The idea is depicted in Figure 3. Take the kth joint offset
map Uk as example, given the initial prediction ū = Un

k [p]
from positive sample p, it is updated by the local prediction
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from p+ Uk
p [p]:

Un+1
k [p]← Un

k [p] + B(U local
k [p+ Un

k [p]]), (5)

where B(·) indicates bilinear interpolation function to ob-
tain values from non-integer coordinates.

For local prediction, we can use the same prediction map
as Un

k , i.e., U local
k = Un

k . This formulation allows pixels
around target joint to produce high quality joint offsets. By
this means, ū is updated in a recursive form as in Figure 3c:

Un+1
k [p]← Un

k [p] + Un
k [p+ Un

k [p]]

ū← Un+1
k [p], (6)

where the interpolation operation is omitted for simplicity.
Moreover, for better modeling ū, we consider another

multi-source update strategy to approximate the expecta-
tion. In this case, U local

k [t] is calculated by ensembling mul-
tiple predictions sampled around t as in Figure 3d:

U local
k [t] = Ed∼PD(d)(d+ Uk[t+ d])

≈
∑
m

PD(dm)(dm + Uk[t+ dm]]), (7)

where dm and PD(dm) are the sample location and proba-
bility for the mth sample source generated by MLP.

The recursive update strategy can be implemented with
convolutional layers and interpolation layers. By stack-
ing update layers on the top of joint offset map, ū can
be optimized progressively without modification on model
pipeline. Besides, this recursive form avoids manually tar-
get assignment at each position in the joint offset map.

To take the advantage of the distribution-aware represen-
tation, we exploit maximum likelihood estimation for pa-
rameter optimization in the training phase. After obtaining
ū and σ, joint location distribution can be expressed as in
Equation (4). If PZ(z) is modeled by a normalizing flow
model θ, the maximum likelihood estimation objective can
be written as:

Lmle = −log P (u)|u=û

= −log PZ(ẑ|θ) + log σ, (8)

where ẑ = (û − ū)/σ, ū is the estimated expectation of
center-relative joint location, and û is the ground truth loca-
tion. Through Lmle, the distribution PZ(z|θ) can be learned
together with ū.

In this work, we further follow [12] to use residual log-
likelihood estimation (RLE). RLE factorizes the distribu-
tion PZ(z) into one prior distribution QZ(z) (e.g., Laplace
distribution and Gaussian distribution) and one learned dis-
tribution GZ(z|θ). The RLE objective can be written as:

Lrle = −log QZ(ẑ)− log GZ(ẑ|θ) + log σ. (9)

𝑝

"𝑈[𝑝]

𝑡 = 𝑝 +𝑈[𝑝]

𝑈[𝑝]

(a) initial prediction

𝑡
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(b) successive prediction

𝑝
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(c) recursive update

𝑡!
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(d) multi-source update

Figure 3. Illustration of the recursive update adopted in the pro-
posed DAS model. Subscripts are omitted for simplicity.

We recommend the reader to refer to the original paper
for more details. In experiments, we implement RLE objec-
tive to replace L1 loss for Lpose.

Reconstruction of 3D pose The joint coordinates can be
obtained easily by adding up the coordinates of human cen-
ter and the center-relative joint offsets without other asso-
ciation step. Thus the 3D locations of human joints can be
inferred in a single forward pass.

3.4. Training and Inference

Training During training, we first transform the 3D joint
coordinates into image coordinate system using the camera
intrinsic parameters. Since the same object can have dif-
ferent depth values in images captured from different cam-
eras, it is hard for model to learn an absolute representation
of object depth directly. Therefore we follow the previous
work [22] to use normalized depth dnorm = d/f as target
depth for center coordinate regression, where f is the cam-
era focal length. Besides, for center-relative pose offset, we
do not normalize the depth value for training stabilization.
The overall objective is:

L = Lcls + λ1Lcenterness + λ2Lroot + λ3Lpose, (10)

where λ1, λ2, λ3 are loss weights.

Inference The input image is first fed into the model to
produce all the intermediate results. Then the positions
where the center confidences are higher than a threshold
(set as 0.05) are chosen as positive samples. Correspond-
ing center coordinates and center-relative joint offsets are
taken from the positive samples to form the camera-centric
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center type recursive update MLE larger backbone MPJPE
bbox 65.3
root 62.5
root ✓ 57.6
root ✓ 58.8
root ✓ ✓ 56.3
root ✓ ✓ ✓ 54.4

(a) Component analysis of our single-stage method.

recursive update multi-source update update layers MPJPE
62.5

✓ 1 58.6
✓ ✓ 1 58.2
✓ ✓ 2 57.9
✓ ✓ 3 57.6

(b) Comparison of different settings for recursive update.

Table 1. Ablation study on CMU Panoptic dataset.

method Haggling Mafia Ultimatum Pizza Mean ↓

Top-down methods
Popa et al. [25] 217.9 187.3 193.6 221.3 203.4
Zanfir et al. [44] 140.0 165.9 150.7 156.0 153.4
Wang et al. [37] 50.9 50.5 50.7 68.2 55.1*

Bottom-up methods
Zanfir et al. [45] 72.4 78.8 66.8 94.3 78.1*
Fabbri et al. [8] 45 95 58 79 69
Zhen et al. [47] 63.1 60.3 56.6 67.1 61.8

Ours 53.3 51.2 49.1 61.5 53.8

Table 2. Comparison with SOTAs on CMU Panoptic dataset in MPJPE. The top rows are two-stage methods and the bottom row is our
single-stage methods. * means that Mean MPJPE is recalculated by averaging over activities following the standard practice in [44].

3D poses. Non-maximum suppression is adopted to reduce
redundant pose hypothesises.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

CMU Panoptic CMU Panoptic is a large-scale real-word
indoor 3D human pose dataset containing 65 video se-
quences of daily activities [10]. We follow the evaluation
protocal proposed by [44] to use videos from HD cameras
of indices 16 and 30. For evaluation, 9600 frames from 4 ac-
tivities (Haggling, Mafia, Ultimatum and Pizza) are chosen
as test set. For training, we use a mixed dataset composed
of COCO [18] and video sequences from 3 activities (Hag-
gling, Mafia and Ultimatum). The training set has no over-
lap with the test set. For images with only 2D pose anno-
tations, the depth information is ignored in loss calculation.
We follow the previous works to use Mean Per Joint Po-
sition Error (MPJPE) for performance evaluation [38, 44].
MPJPE is calculated after aligning the pose by the root joint.

MuCo-3DHP and MuPoTS-3D MuCo-3DHP and
MuPoTS-3D are multi-person 3D pose estimation datasets
for training and evalution respectively proposed in [21].
The training set MuCo-3DHP is a large-scale synthesized
dataset. The images are generated by randomly composit-
ing the persons from single person 3D pose estimation
dataset MPI-INF-3DHP [19]. The test set MuPoTS-3D
is a realistic dataset captured from real-world outdoor

scenes which is annotated with marker-less motion capture
system. MuPoTS-3D contains 20 video sequences. Each
video has up to 3 subjects. We use the mixed datasets
composed of COCO and MuCo-3DHP for training, and use
MuPoTS-3D for evaluation. We follow the previous works
to use the 3D Percentage of Correct Keypoints (3DPCK)
for performance evaluation [22, 46]. In particular, PCKrel

is used to evaluate the predictions after root alignment, and
PCKabs is used to evaluate the predictions under camera
coordinate system. One joint is treated as correct if it is
within 15cm distance from the matched ground truth.

4.2. Ablation Study

We conduct ablation study on CMU Panoptic dataset.
The model is implemented with ResNet-50 [9] and
FPN [16]. The experimental results are shown in Table 1.

We first analyse different components in our method, as
shown in Table 1a. Compared to the bounding box cen-
ter, using root joint as human center is more beneficial for
body joint regression, which brings improvement of 2.8mm
in MPJPE. When equipped with recursive update strategy,
4.9mm improvement in MPJPE is obtained. If the joint lo-
cation distribution is modeled by normalizing flow, max-
imum likelihood estimation (MLE) during training effec-
tively boosts the localization ability and improves MPJPE
by 3.7mm. When combining the recursive update with
MLE, MPJPE achieves 56.3mm, which exceeds baseline by
6.2mm. With a larger backbone [13], the proposed method
can achieve a lower MPJPE of 54.4mm.
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method PCKrel ↑ PCKabs ↑

Top-down methods
Rogez et al. [29] 70.6 n/a
Moon et al. [22] 81.8 31.5
Wang et al. [37] 82.0 43.8
Lin et al. [15] 83.7* 35.2*

Bottom-up methods
Mehta et al. [21] 65.0 n/a
Mehta et al. [20] 70.4 n/a
Zhen et al. [47] 73.5 35.4

Ours 82.7 39.2

Table 3. Comparison with SOTAs on MuPoTS-3D dataset.
PCKrel and PCKabs are reported for all groundtruths. * means
the value is reported on matched groundtruths.

(a) Laplace (b) Gaussian

(c) learned w/o recursive update (d) learned w/ recursive update 

𝑑 𝑥 + 𝑦 𝑑 𝑥 + 𝑦

𝑑 𝑥 + 𝑦𝑑 𝑥 + 𝑦

Figure 4. Visualization of the learned distribution.

The detailed comparison of different settings for recur-
sive update is shown in Table 1b. By applying recursive up-
date, MPJPE can be improved by 3.8mm compared to the
baseline. With multi-source update, MPJPE is further im-
proved by 0.4mm. Slight performance gains are achieved if
stacking more update layers.

4.3. Quantitative Results

Comparison on CMU Panpotic We conduct experi-
ments to compare with both the state-of-the-art top-down
and bottom-up methods on CMU Panoptic. The quantita-
tive results are reported in the Table 2. MPJPE is adopted to
evaluate the performance of 3D pose estimation after root
alignment. As shown in results, the proposed single-stage
method outperforms previous volumetric based bottom-up
methods in mean MPJPE, and achieves slightly better per-
formance compared to previous top-down methods.

Comparison on MuPoTS-3D We evaluate the proposed
method on MuPoTS-3D test set using the evaluation metric
PCKrel and PCKabs. We compare our method with state-of-

method runtime MPJPE PCKrel

Top-down methods
Moon et al. [22]* 107 ms n/a 81.8
Lin et al. [15]* 118 ms n/a 83.7

Bottom-up methods
Fabbri et al. [8] 125 ms 69 n/a
Zhen et al. [47]* 108 ms 61.8 73.5

Ours 75 ms 54.6 81.0

Table 4. Runtime comparison with SOTAs. * means the speed is
reproduced based on official repository.

the-art top-down and bottom-up methods in Table 3. From
the experimental results, our method outperforms previ-
ous bottom-up methods especially in PCKrel. This result
demonstrates the effectiveness of our single-stage method
in estimating the human body structure. Compared to the
top-down methods, our method obtains comparable perfor-
mance without a second stage for single person pose esti-
mation and depth estimation.

4.4. Running Time Analysis

We compare the running time of our method with top-
down and bottom-up methods in Table 4. In this experi-
ment, our method is implemented with 2-stage MSPN [13],
and the running time is measured on a single V100 GPU
with batch size 1. Under this setting, we also give the
corresponding MPJPE and PCKrel on CMU Panoptic and
MuPoTS-3D respectively. Compared to the top-down meth-
ods, our method achieves comparable performance with
∼ 1/3 less runtime. Considering there are few people (less
than 3 per image on average) on MuPoTS-3D, the time con-
sumption of the top-down methods can increase rapidly in
complex scenes. Compared to the bottom-up methods, our
method maintain faster inference speed since there is no
need for high-resolution 2D or 3D heatmaps. This property
makes DAS a computational-friendly method.

4.5. Qualitative Results

We visualize the distribution learned by normalizing
flow in Figure 4. The difference between learned distri-
bution and prior distributions demonstrates the importance
of distribution-aware optimization scheme. Besides, the
learned distribution with recursive update has less variance
than the case without, indicating the recursive update strat-
egy assists to accurately model the underlying distribution.
Also, we visualize the learned joint offset maps by 2D pro-
jection in Figure 5. As can be seen, with recursive flow
based optimization, the pixels learn to regress the joint lo-
cation either around human center or around target joint at
prediction maps. The learning of the location distribution of
long-distance joints can benefit from the more precise local
predictions. In Figure 6, we provide visualization results
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Figure 5. Visualization of the joint offsets by 2D projection. The top row is taken from the prediction map with downsample stride 16 and
the bottom row is taken from the prediction map with downsample stride 32.

Figure 6. Qualitative results of the proposed DAS model for multi-person 3D pose estimation. Best viewed in color.

of our DAS model. We can see DAS can produce accurate
predictions in various scenarios, e.g., pose changes, person
truncation, clutter backgrounds.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel Distribution-Aware

Single-stage (DAS) model for solving the challenging
multi-person 3D pose estimation problem. Different from
existing two-stage methods, i.e., top-down or bottom-up
ones, the proposed DAS model can simultaneously locate
the positions of persons and their body joints in camera co-
ordinate space via a one-pass fashion. This helps to sim-
plify the pipeline and overcome drawbacks of prior works
on high computation cost and model complexity. In ad-
dition, DAS successfully introduces the normalizing flows
into multi-person 3D pose estimation task and learns the
joint location distribution together in the training phase.
Moreover, DAS adopts a recursive flow based optimization
scheme for progressively refining the location distribution.
By this way, DAS derives the true underlying distribution,

thus boosting the regression performance. We conduct ex-
tensive experiments on multiple benchmarks and verify the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed DAS model for
multi-person 3D pose estimation.

Limitations The proposed DAS model is limited for esti-
mating poses of extremely overlapped persons in an image.
Since DAS represents the 3D human pose by human cen-
ter and corresponding joint offsets, the overall performance
is highly affected by the center detection process. When
persons are extremely overlapped, their centers can also be
overlapped in the image space. In this case, some occluded
centers may be erroneously suppressed.
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